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fix it?" The event, held at Bloomberg Beta, focused on the historical and acute factors leading to SF's housing crisis, widening income inequality, and marginalization of lower-income minority communities. Local and regional policy options were discussed, though techies in the audience were urged to be a little less solutionist and more empathetic.
DC area alumni gathered on September 23rd for the third installment in a new series of small group dinners, which featured Shadi Hamid ('06 Oxford) from the Brookings Institution, and Carolyn Barnett ('10 SOAS) from the Center for Strategic and International Studies. They discussed Middle East policy opportunities and challenges through anecdotes from their own experiences as well as through a historical lens. Ten alumni and guests attended the dinner, and the short presentations were followed by lively discussion. The small group dinner series was conceived to highlight the diverse careers of Marshall alumni living in the Washington, DC area, and to spark discussion on a wide range of issues. The organizers welcome feedback on the dinner organization, as well as ideas for future topics. Please contact Kate Weber ('07 Cambridge) (katie. weber3@gmail.com) or Anna Quider ('07 Cambridge) (aquider@gmail.com) with suggestions.
Financial Support For alumni GatherinGS outSide major metro areaS
In an effort to ensure that programming reaches members throughout the country, the AMS will now be offering financial support to alumni-organized gatherings of five or more alumni anywhere outside of the New York, Boston, Washington, DC, or San Francisco regions. If you are interested in organizing such a gathering, please email admin@marshallscholars.org (cc lauren.baer@gmail.com and jdgoldman@gmail.com), providing a brief description of the planned event and a proposed budget. The AMS can also assist in identifying alumni in your region. Alumni who live in the New York, Boston, Washington, DC, and San Francisco regions should continue to look out for the range of innovative programming.
marShall Scholar Send-oFF
On September 15th Marshall alumni and friends gathered at the residence of British Ambassador Sir Peter Westmacott to meet the 2014 class of scholars and continue the 60th anniversary celebrations. White House Legislative Affairs Director Katie Beirne Fallon ('98 Queens Belfast and LSE) was the evening's guest of honor and featured speaker. Retiring US Deputy Secretary of State William Burns ('78 Oxford) was also honored with a George C. Marshall Medal, presented by Ambassador Westmacott.
Following the completion of the DC send-off program, the 2014 class flew to London for the UK welcome ceremony before departing for their respective universities.
amS Board StrateGic planninG committee
The AMS Board's Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) has nearly completed the first phase of its work. Members of the SPC, supported by a pro-bono team from McKinsey, have interviewed 35 stakeholders from key constituencies including alumni from all decades, current and former AMS board members, and representatives of the British government. In January, the SPC will be reaching out to all alumni via an online survey to provide input on the AMS's mission, value proposition, and priorities for the next five years. The AMS Board looks forward to hearing your thoughts on the future of the alumni network. If you would like get involved with this effort or provide feedback directly to the SPC, please contact the co-chairs directly: Saj Cherian ('97 Oxford) at sajcherian@gmail.com or Annina Burns ('03 Oxford) at annina.burns@gmail.com.
alumni eventS in San FranciSco and dc
On November 13th, 20 alumni and the San Francisco regional selection panel gathered at a local pub to celebrate another successful year of Marshall candidate interviews. Brave souls toasted with IRN-BRU, generously shared by a nostalgic St. Andrews alumna. Also in November, several alumni joined a panel discussion hosted by local Rhodes alumni on "Housing and High Tech in the Bay Area: What's going on and how do we
For protestors and even for the White House, Wall
Street has become America's cold-hearted, greedy villain. Yet one of Wall Street's most successful venture capitalists, Bill Janeway, is both a champion of financial ethics and a firm believer that government is an indispensable partner in investing. Few people demonstrate the folly of the Wall Street stereotype better than Janeway. As a partner in Warburg Pincus, Janeway led financing for key developers who made the internet and world wide web into a powerful new infrastructure of a communications democracy. He also foresaw both the dot.com crash and the 2007 global financial crisis.
Typical and revealing about Bill Janeway is how he remembers his interview for the Marshall scholarship in the winter of 1965-"the best interview I have ever had in my life." Janeway told this publication's features editor, Aroop Mukharji, that receiving a Marshall, "was a remarkable branch in the road, and I owe it-not necessarily all-but a very great deal to an extraordinary woman, Mrs. MacKintosh" (MacKintosh held a Ph.D. but insisted on not using her title). The Marshall Commission didn't deliberately choose retired Barnard College president Millicent MacKintosh to interview Janeway, but it could not have found a better fit-for two reasons. MacKintosh, like Janeway's novelist mother Elizabeth, was ahead of her time on social issues and in welcoming independent thinking. And MacKintosh, like Janeway, had studied classical Greek, surprising Janeway because she saw "how it would relate to thinking about essential sciences." That is to say she saw the kind of intelligence that would make Janeway both a leading theoretician and a highly successful investor, and, of course, a Marshall Scholar.
Janeway says three things that happened during his years at Cambridge gave him an "unfair advantage" in life after his degree. The first advantage he calls a "prospective value," the ability to see ahead. "First, my education in the economics of Keynes effectively disqualified me for the career in academic economics that I had anticipated." Academic economics at the time was turning more and more toward mathematics, treating economic forces as if they were the kind of measurable quantities physicists capture in formulae.
His second advantage came from his thesis topic, the Labour government's response to the economic collapse of [1929] [1930] [1931] . That work left him with a keen awareness of "the inherent volatility of financial markets and fragility of financial systems." Finally, his insight into government's failed response to the beginning of the Great Depression "delivered a more general lesson about the dependence of private sector markets and institutions on the state whose own health, in turn, depends on their relative robustness."
The result? "Forty years of successful practice as a venture capitalist turned on by the extraordinary opportunity granted by the Marshall Program." Bill Janeway is as much historian as financier or investor. In almost every public appearance and written commentary, he teaches history-the history of how the interplay of business, finance and government changes the quality of life we all live and impacts our prospects. Acknowledging the moral hazards of the investment world, he is grateful that before his Wall Street career began, his years at Cambridge "provided the cultural space in which to absorb the obligation to triangulate a morally defensible course through a world of contingency and chance." Janeway's success as a venture capitalist can be measured in dollars of his philanthropy. In 2001 he and his wife Weslie donated $10 million to create the Cambridge Endowment for Research in Finance. The evidence of his success also makes for hours of good reading. The Financial Times has called his 2012 book, Doing Capitalism in the Innovation Economy, one of the best books of that year. And John C. Bogle, founder of Vanguard Funds underscores the value Janeway puts on the prospective advantage he gained at Cambridge when he writes that the book is "... a history that too many have forgotten ... or never knew." G. Leonard Barker, a veteran venture capitalist with Sutter Hill Ventures, also recognizes Janeway's rare blend of theory and boots-onthe-ground experience. "Many venture capitalists write memoirs; many academic economists write theories of innovation with little understanding of what actually happens in the messy, microeconomic world. Janeway is a rigourous economist, a thorough historian, and a successful dealVenture Capital for the Innovation Economy 6 maker. This makes his perspective rare. The fact that he writes well make the book exceptional."
Building on a Solid Foundation
Someone has said that success is being ready to take advantage of good luck. As an economist, Janeway had exceptional good luck in mentors, beginning with his parents. His father, Eliot Janeway, graduated from Cornell University at age 19 with a degree in economics and a gift of word craft that won him fame as a journalist. His mother, Elizabeth Hall Janeway, was a successful novelist and champion of women's rights. Bill Janeway says dinner table conversations were often about economics. From his father, who was continually writing about the interface of politics and business, he developed insight into government's role in shaping markets. From his mother he learned the power of narrative and story.
He describes the first half of his book, Doing Capitalism, as a bildungsroman, a novel in which the hero describes his own growing up. When he describes the benefits of his years at Cambridge, he recalls that reading Dickens' novels gave him a powerful sense of how economic decisions and policies made at the highest levels of a society shaped the lives of even the poorest.
Reading Janeway's books and articles and listening to him speak on a panel, in an interview, or from his own podium, one gets a strong sense that this man with the boldly colored bow ties and a right hand orchestrating unseen melodies sees economic events not as random explosions or implosions or mysterious convergences, but as a story. His neat curtain mustache that descends slightly on either side of his mouth conveys a permanent skepticism. Yet there's also a playful assertiveness in the bowtie colors or a bright purple plastic watch that suggests he is as interested in reaction as he is in persuasion.
Sometimes he is telling the story of a game dominated by three players-government, entrepreneurs, and the capitalists who finance the entrepreneurs. At other times the story is grander. The words evolution and evolutionary and ecosystem provide the architectural metaphor of his story, complete with monsters doomed to extinction. Referring to economist Joseph Schumpeter's proposition that capitalism creates new wealth only by destroying the old, Janeway says, "Schumpeter's process of creative destruction can only proceed by trial and error. We see that which is created through the lens of survivors' bias and ignore the 'hopeful monsters' that economic evolution has spawned and left behind in metaphorical emulation of Darwin's process of natural selection." Janeway says his father and his father's friend Ferdinand Eberstadt influenced his academic focus on economics in times of crisis. Both men had very strong and very public views on the role of government in aiding and retarding economic development. Eberstadt had been a lawyer for investment bankers before setting up his own firm at the beginning of the Depression. He had been a mentor to Janeway from boyhood on into university. "He instilled in me the idea that Wall Street and Washington were and are ever are locked into mutual interdependence." Janeway has called libertarians naïve for wanting government to stay out of finance and banking. And though almost all of his political donations in the past 20 years (more than $1 million) have gone to liberal Democrats, including Barack Obama, he is outspoken against government micromanaging the economy and choosing individual companies to subsidize.
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When Janeway left Cambridge with his research finished-excluded from academia, determined not to get sucked into Washington's politics-he found his way to Wall Street almost by default. In 1970 he "stumbled into" the investment banking firm founded by the brilliant and dictatorial Eberstadt, who had died only a year earlier. Janeway had entered the firm at the beginning of its difficult transformation. As he learned the ropes, Eberstadt & Co. began to fall apart, and its flagship mutual fund [Chemical Fund] fol lowed recommended stocks like IBM, DuPont, Xerox, Pfizer "and the other 'Nifty Fifty one-decision' stocks over the cliff and into the abyss of the 1973-1975 bear market."
Eberstadt's crisis forced Janeway and others "to evolve from investment banking agents into venture capital principals." Wall Street bankers, who were once a kind of private club acting as a cartel, suddenly found themselves in a fiercely competitive world where innovation was necessary, but often fatal. Janeway says that fortunately, "Eberstadt was not too big to fail. We knew that in time of need our survival would depend on access to the cash owned by our best clients. So we learned to do what we had to do in order to deserve access to that cash." For Eberstad & Co. that meant parlaying a once small research service into its cash cow. Janeway, with his academic years at Princeton and Cambridge, led the transformation. It was also his own transformation into a venture capitalist.
Before the business seriously fell apart, Janeway learned how to value corporations, how to conduct the offering of stock and debt, and the mechanics of mergers and acquisitions, both friendly and hostile. In 1975 Ed Giles, a senior partner, asked Janeway to begin producing regular research reports on the political economy. "In this back door manner, I had the opportunity to align myself with the 'smart guys' in the firm as the old investment banking franchise into which I had been hired was fading away." Before the firm split up in 1979, Janeway was a major player in selling unregistered stock in emerging companies to institutional investors willing to take the risk in order to have an early stake in a promising new company.
To develop trust in their offerings required the expertise Janeway had developed in valuing corporations. In this work he reconfirmed his sense that the multiple methods of economic modeling and the precision they pretended to was very dangerous. "The layers of judgment embedded in each of these methodologies for valuating companies were as evident then as they are now. In a financial universe transformed institutionally beyond imagining from that of the early 1970s, the same techniques remain central to the discipline, and they are just as dependent on judgment as ever, regardless of the reservoirs of data and massive computing power brought to bear." Janeway says, "Practice drove any belief in a single, verifiable fair or fundamental value out of my brain long before I seriously thought through the theoretical impossibilities of the Efficient Market Hypothesis and its assertion that market prices could be relied on to represent accurately that fair and fundamental value. I was fortunate to learn so early in my career the value of viewing the 'fundamental'-a central building block of modern finance theory and neoclassical economics alike-with suspicion."
Venturing into the internet
When Janeway moved to Warburg Pincus in 1988, the internet was almost twenty years old, but Tim Berners-Lee had not yet convinced anyone to fund a system he would later call the world wide web. Most businesses still conducted correspondence by paper mail or fax and few citizens owned personal computers. Everything changed in the next three years as the web began operating, sales of personal computers soared, email became common, and businesses began establishing web sites. The age of information technology caught fire. Janeway's job at Warburg Pincus was to lead a team that would put the firm in the forefront of financing the internet revolution. As the firm's vice chairman, he managed over $48 billion in assets.
With a careful and cautious eye on the potential value of these new companies, and his ever-present sense of history, Janeway guided investments in new companies, in companies restructuring themselves for this new economy, and in buyouts. Among the many successful investments was BEA Systems, which connected software to internet databases and returned a reported $6.5 billion on an investment of $54 million over six years. An $8 million investment in Covad Communications turned into $1 billion in two years.
Equally important as these successful investments was the firm's ability to avoid most of the consequences of the dot.com crash of 2000. As a student 8 of bubbles and crashes throughout history, Janeway saw the dot.com bubble had stretched to the breaking point. "In 1998 we discovered that we were being valued at prices that were bizarre." In Doing Capitalism he has a chart that compares Veritas software and BEA systems to the chart of RCA in the 1920s. "They were identical." In 1999, he guided Warburg Pincus' liquidation of its tech/telecom portfolio.
In 2006 he once again saw history repeating the familiar bubble phenomenon, this time in housing prices. All three of the key economic players were about to suffer the unintended consequences of the bubble they had created. "By the summer of 2006, listening to my partners tell me about the terms or the lack of terms in the leveraged loan market, it was clearly silly. You don't need modern finance theory to generate silly prices."
The two bubbles, however, were quite different in the consequences and in that difference, Janeway sees an important lesson. The dot.com/telecom bubble of the late 1990s destroyed many stock portfolios large and small, but Janeway says it did little damage to either the US or world economy. The 2008 housing bubble, however, brought the world to the brink of another Great Depression because the speculation driving the bubble was not limited to the stock market. The bubble in housing prices was supported by massive leverage in the banking system where mortgages were seldom kept by local lenders but packaged, sold, and resold and became the basis for financial instruments that no one could value accurately, including the government mortgage agencies that encouraged much of the poorly collateralized lending.
Janeway says this happened because belief in the power of mathematical models "was a kind of religious movement, a willed suspension of disbelief." The assumption was that mathematical models reflect the real world and that all the actors are rational. Then if everyone share[s] the same model for transforming that data into actionable information, and if [they can assume] this entire model is true, then at the end of the day, leverage should be infinite.
Financiers were acting as if they could practice their science with the precision of physicists, but Janeway says they lacked the skepticism about their own data that characterizes good science. "We can blame the crisis on failed physicists; they had all of the math but none of the instincts of good scientists that would enable them to be good physicists."
The crucial lesson Janeway draws from these complex crises is simple. "When they infect the banking system as they did in 2008," Janeway says, "then the bubbles are unequivocally negative and their consequences can be disastrous."
The nature of economic bubbles lies at the center of Janeway's argument with what economists call the Efficient Market Hypothesis. For Janeway, bubbles are a natural and can be a necessary and creative force in economic change. A few years ago in the ongoing agony of worldwide recession, at a 2009 panel on "The Future of Quantitative Finance" at the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Janeway recognized a legitimate concern with speculation. He warned, "There's a very large baby swimming in this bathtub." Economics that fits what he calls our Innovation Economy "will incorporate the notion that bubbles and crashes are endogenous phenomena. Those bubbles and crashes are absolutely what is necessary to accommodate the waves of technological innovation that require massive amounts of capital to be thrown at building networks of railways and fiber and electrification grids before you know what you're going to do with them; and equally massive amounts of capital to be thrown at the hopeful monsters, only a few of which, a very few of which, will turn into Amazon and Google, and the rest of which will disappear, but not without a trace. They will disappear leaving a trace of very substantial losses on the part of investors."
The investments in "hopeful monsters" and companies that turn out to be losers may seem very inefficient and wasteful, but Janeway says, "We worry far too much about efficiency. In a capitalist economic system driven through time by technological innovation one could actually argue that waste is the virtue, the ability to afford evolutionary processes, trial and error, and error and error, in order to end up with more productive [systems] and higher real income."
Once again his confidence is based on his knowledge of history. He sees the new digital economy as "maybe the 4th new economy we've had in 250 years." He compares the great boom in cloud computing services to what happened with electricity a century ago. Although electricity began with a lot of cumbersome technology like switches and generators that users had to tinker with, its delivery systems and technology soon became almost invis-9 ible. The new digital economy with its social networks and information technology is "friction free economically. It's not friction free politically."
Nor is investing friction free morally. Janeway harks back to Dickens, whose stories demonstrated that trying to identify a stable set of principles is difficult in any line of work, but particularly at the frontier of innovation. Entrepreneurs, he says, do not play by rational rules of business investment. They are driven by a belief in their product to take risks most investors would consider unacceptable. Entrepreneurs often believe they are going to change the world. But the world pushes back, Janeway says. The frontier is a minefield for investors. "At the frontier of innovation and entrepreneur truth is often the first casualty. Entrepreneurs believe so strongly in their reality and destiny they can often convince others, including investors, in their reality. "What a reality distortion field Steve Jobs could generate," Janeway recalls. He knew Jobs from the days when Next computer was failing. "All entrepreneurs lie," Janeway says, "and the ones that get you into trouble are the ones who know they are [lying] ." Janeway recalls one version of an oft-repeated Hollywood proverb about integrity. "Once you can fake that you can fake anything."
For the investor hoping to back and profit from new companies, like Uber, the car on-demand company, Janeway says, the best strategy is, "try to get in really really early. The only way to do that: spray and pray. Lots of little bets on lots of little wannabes. These are the kind of Darwinian hopeful little monsters that spring up." Simply having a well thought out plan is insufficient insurance against failure. He quotes words attributed to boxer Mike Tyson, "Everyone has a plan until he gets punched in the mouth." To insulate oneself from disaster, he says, he learned long ago "that the sole hedge against the inescapable uncertainty of financing startups is cash and control: unequivocal access to enough cash to buy the time necessary to find out what is going on, meaning what has gone wrong, and enough control to change the parameters of the problem."
Although Bill Janeway has said over and over that predicting the future is a fool's game, he is optimistic enough about the potential of the Innovation Economy that he might in this way be the opposite of his father, whose dire predictions earned him the nickname "Calamity" Janeway. The meltdown in 2008 might have been the beginning, he thinks. The idea of a rational market that can be described and captured in mathematical models "was a fantasy that blew up in 2008." For economics, he says, "2008 was the gift that keeps on giving because it has forced the economists and financial theorists to reckon with the actual context in which economic and financial decisions are made." Behavioral economists and psychologists like Daniel Kahneman (Thinking, Fast and Slow) are beginning to capture not only how real world decisions incorporate not only prices, values, interest rates, and sales figures but also human emotions and responses to hope and risk built into the brain during thousands of years of evolution.
JANEWAY AT A GLANCE

looking Forward
The digital economy now has sufficient financing from the private sector. But what he sees as a necessary new economy-a low carbon economy-still requires leadership. Here he sees a proper role for government in funding basic research and perhaps in building infrastructure even before all of its uses are known. At the same time, he says, "America is suffering the consequences of a generation-long effort to render the state illegitimate as an economic actor. Europe is mired in its oxymoronic commitment to 'expansionary fiscal austerity.'" Janeway signed the 2010 "Patriotic Millionaires" letter to President Obama asking that he raise their taxes. The letter qualified why they wanted taxes raised-not just so government would have more money to spend but "to pay our debts and build for the future." For Janeway, building for the future in an Innovation Economy requires the same kind of role government played when it made large investments in railroads, canals, the Interstate Highway System, and nuclear power. The Innovation Economy, he says, "begins with discovery and culminates in speculation." It will require "massive investments to construct networks whose value in use could not be imagined at the outset of deployment. And so at each stage the Innovation Economy depends on sources of funding that are decoupled from concern for economic return."
A "mission-driven politically legitimate state" that can mobilize resources has always been one of the great engines of economic growth, he maintains. "Through the 80s and 90s right to into the bubble, all of us, the venture guys and the entrepreneurs we were backing, were dancing on a platform that had been constructed for us by the federal government."
For over 25 years, he says, agencies of the Department of Defense had been investing in the science and technology that enabled the digital revolution. He credits the National Institute of Health (NIH) with "pouring in the money to create the possibility of a biotech industry. Venture guys can't fund science."
Once entrepreneurs begin to use basic research to build commercially viable business, funding then comes from financial speculators and investors willing to take on risks and make long-term bets. "First, it might just turn out to be Google or Facebook… but they are also playing in liquid financial markets. These are absolutely crucial; access to the public stock market is crucial for ventures to be able to raise money at scale in order to be able to mobilize capital, even if over the long-term, the project is not economically viable." Janeway has little respect for technological pessimists. He says the fourth generation of computer architecture is just beginning, with natural language understanding and a maturing cloud/ mobile computing culture. Huge potential lies in mining information and extracting meaning from the rapidly growing mega databases. As is evident throughout history, change and gain will bring pain. Janeway reminds us, "The processes of creative destruction continue to play out. Five years ago, Nokia and Motorola ruled the mobile world, with Blackberry as the leader in the enterprise market. Where are they now? Even Apple's extraordinary success is beginning to look transient in the post-Jobs age."
Perhaps clearly defining and justifying historically important roles for both government and speculators is Janeway's most immediate contribution to societies strongly polarized between a Tea Party distrust of government and a MoveOn.org and Occupy Wall Street fear of capitalism. Meanwhile, he and his wife divide their time between the US and Cambridge, where Janeway continues to prepare a new generation of investors, entrepreneurs, and government officials.
Marshalls
Can't Jump C a n By Aroop Mukharj ('10 LSE and KCL)
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FA STiNTS ANd STENTS
Peterson grew up in California and was a doublevarsity recruit to Princeton, where she played soccer and basketball. Upon winning her Marshall Scholarship to study materials science, she reached out to the same two university teams at Cambridge, expecting, quite naturally, that she may continue athletics in some form while abroad. In fact, Peterson ended up playing for 13 different sports teams over the course of her next few years, including, curiously, a Cambridge University men's engineering soccer team.
With some notable exceptions (crew and rugby, for example), university sport is a less intense time commitment in the UK than in the US, even at less competitive divisions in the NCAA. "It's much less of a business in the UK," Peterson says, "and more student-driven and recreational." Students were often de facto coaches even at the biggest universities. But for Peterson, a twothirds reduction in practice time from Princeton to Cambridge was only a bonus. "If I had stayed in the US for grad school, I wouldn't have been able to play at the university level. There was less division at Cambridge between grad and undergrad students, so I actually got more court time [in basketball] there than I ever did at Princeton." A more successful soccer player than basketball player, Peterson feels she learned more at Princeton about "the flipside of not being a starter on the basketball team but still contributing to it." By contrast, after her first season of basketball at Cambridge, she was recommended to participate in an all-star game (called the British University Games) between the top university students from England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Her team won.
Peterson couldn't seem to get enough sports at Cambridge. She not only played on both university varsity teams, but also on both intramural college teams, the engineering team, and, on a few occasions, the men's basketball team, where she met her husband, Ash. Her immense exposure to British sport, however, didn't come without her fair share of cultural faux pas. There were the relatively minor American mistakes of referring to "soccer, shin guards, and cleats," rather than "football, pads, and boots." But, there were also the more incriminating offenses. "I found out you don't 'shag' the balls downfield in England, which just means 'collecting them' in the US," Peterson giggles. Indeed.
Despite her gaffes, Peterson was soon recognized as a standout on the soccer field, helping her team win every Oxford-Cambridge Varsity match in which she participated (once even scoring all three of Cambridge's goals). After her first year playing basketball for the British University Games, she switched to soccer at the event and learned about the Premier League tryout process from other serious footballers she met. As if her Ph.D. thesis and the myriad university sports commitments were not enough, Peterson decided to add professional soccer to her weekly routine. "I was busy," she says. "But I've prob- Her tryouts with London area teams ultimately resulted in a starting spot on the relatively new Charlton Athletics women's team, a Premier League outfit (UK's highest soccer echelon) in south London. In addition to the opportunity to play professional-level soccer, the Premier League gave Peterson a view into a slice of British society far removed from her university experience. Peterson recalls her team representing a "rougher," less well-off side of London. The vast majority of its members were either fulltime athletes or fitness trainers. Racially, too, it was radically different. "I had more black British teammates than I saw in Cambridge."
To play for Charlton, the commute from Cambridge took two trains, a tube ride, and a 15 minute walk (totaling an hour and a half) and Peterson made the round trip journey at least twice a week, plus a game that often took place even farther away. But the beach plums were worth the battle. In her first year playing for Charlton, she and her teammates made the finals at the FA Cup (the top honor within the Premier League). Peterson stayed on a fourth year in Cambridge as a post-doc, which allowed her another season on Charlton, during which they reached the FA Cup finals once more and then won it. Beyond playing in front of thousands of fans, their victory was televised on BBC.
Following her FA cup victory, Peterson left the UK in 2004 to pursue a career in the medical industry. She joined Medtronic's R&D team in Santa Rosa, California, where she has been based for the last ten years. Now a Product Development Manager, she works with a group of engineers to deliver next-generation endovascular devices to prevent aneurysms. Previously working mostly on stent grafts, she has expanded her focus to peripheral devices like drug-coated balloons to deliver a therapeutic agent to a diseased portion of a vessel without leaving a permanent implant behind. The promising results of these balloons lead Peterson to believe they may start to feature more in the toolkit of vascular surgeons and interventional cardiologists.
RoWiNG ANd RoCkS
At 6'9", Josh West ('98 Cambridge), an Olympic medalist, still claims the mantle of the tallest oarsmen ever in the history of the Oxford-Cambridge boat race, which dates to 1829 4 . Unlike Peterson, West was genuinely unsure about continuing varsity athletics in the UK. He had only picked up crew as an undergraduate at Yale and describes himself as having been only a medium-level athlete
The English basketball team for the British University Games.
in high school. Ironically, in his interview for the Marshall, when asked whether he would consider rowing crew in the United Kingdom if awarded the scholarship, he replied, "Oh, probably not."
West blossomed late and suddenly. But for endurance sports like crew and cycling, this is not unusual. "Most peak relatively late for professional athletes," West says, "By which I mean, like 28."
Rowing for the Cambridge Heavyweight Blues, furthermore, demanded more time than the Varsity boat at Yale, where athletes trained 7 times a week to Cambridge's 11. But the chance "to really get embedded in something so quintessentially part of the English tradition," West says, "only comes around once." He tried out for the team and made the Varsity boat four years running, winning twice against Oxford.
West pinpoints the moment he realized he could "go pro" at the end of his second year when he was watching the Sydney Olympics with another Marshall Scholar. A former Cambridge teammate of his won a gold, which led West to think, "Maybe I could do that." He rowed one more year with Cambridge (exclusively) and then tried out for the national team. The British national team, that is, and not the American one; West had been born a dual citizen to an English father.
Rowing for Britain over the United States was not trivial for someone who had spent his entire life in the US. Ultimately though, practicality won out. West admits that his first couple of races representing the UK team felt a bit odd, but he had also been immersed in British rowing for the previous three years. Cambridge had improved his rowing tremendously and the UK team had great momentum. Besides, returning to the US would have meant giving up his Ph.D. research, something West-in true Marshall form-was not willing to sacrifice.
Making the Olympic training team while continuing 11 sessions a week with the Cambridge Heavyweight Blues and simultaneously finishing a geosciences Ph.D. with lab requirements presented a logistical nightmare, akin, perhaps, to Peterson's multi-team weekly athletic production. West thankfully found flexibility in all corners of his pursuits, though he admits that the balancing act was "pretty insane." up on lab work. When the 2004 Athens Olympics was one year away, he moved full time to Henley and put his Ph.D. on temporary hold. Training began at 7:30 am and lasted almost 9 hours. The 11-session weeks at Cambridge had ripened to upwards of 20 and included 2-week trips every 6 weeks for even more intense cross training. "I never used to count my calorie intake," he says. "But usually it would have been somewhere around 6000 plus a day."
To make matters more nerve wracking, a seat on the Olympic boat was not even guaranteed until a few weeks before the competition. The constant flow of new recruits, injuries, the coach's gut instincts about a group's chemistry-these circumstances all played into the mix and went well beyond the control of any individual athlete. But the extreme collective conditioning also generated camaraderie, and the most intense moments were also West's fondest memories. During this time, he competed in the men's four, winning silver medals at the 2002 and 2003 world championships. But in Athens, when West earned a seat in the men's eight, bad luck befell the team. An oarsman got sick on the eve of their heats, and despite a substitute, they were not able to make the finals.
After the disappointment, West gave rowing a full year's rest and focused on finishing his Ph.D. at Cambridge. A year later, in 2005, he began a post-doc at Oxford and decided to make another run at the games in Beijing. So began another few years of intense training and, once again, for a full year before the event, he paused his academic life for Team GB. This time he left the games a silver medalist, retiring completely from rowing in 2009.
Today, West spends less time on the water than he does pondering how the water got there in the first place. As a geosciences professor, he describes his research in layperson's terms as, "what makes Earth a habitable planet" over geological timescales of billions of years and what that suggests for our human interactions with the natural environment today. Inspired by a few classes he took at Yale, West wishes to solve this outstanding puzzle of earth sciences-why, after 4 billion years, our climate has not changed to the point of Mars or Venus and what that implies about the sustainability of our world and other planets. After 11 years in the UK, and representing the country on the world's stage, it was not easy moving back to the US, but he welcomed an exciting teaching and research opportunity at USC. When asked about the connection between sports and academia, West says he finds them mostly separate. Sport has developed his skill to stay focused and deal with circumstances outside of his control, but his competitive drive is limited to athletics. "I know many academics who are more competitive than me," he jokes.
Sure. Just like he was a medium-level athlete in high school.
Josh West (right) with his research group at the University of Southern California in 2013.
Credit: Jonowatkins (CC BY-SA 3.0)
The Marshall Scholarship class of 2014 gathered in Washington DC in late September for the traditional departure program. Highlights included a trip to the White House and the annual reception at the British Ambassador's residence, hosted by Ambassador Sir Peter Westmacott.
On arrival in London, the scholars were welcomed with an arrival reception at the Foreign and Commonwealth office. After the conclusion of the arrival proceedings, scholars dispersed to their respective universities around the United Kingdom.
Profiles of the 2014 scholars are included after the event photos.
Class of 2014 starts their
Marshall adventure
The 2014 Marshall Scholars with Ambassador Sir Peter Westmacott 
Shama Ams Saint John's University
Raised in Albuquerque, New Mexico, Russell Beaumont studied architecture and Plan II Liberal Arts Honors at the University of Texas at Austin. During his studies he focused on disaster relief architecture and spent 12 months living in South America researching how communities recovered from the 2010 earthquake and tsunami in Chile. After graduating he received the Oglesby Traveling Fellowship to research vernacular building traditions in Peru and Chile in the context of post-disaster reconstruction. He plans to study Urban Design and International Development to prepare for a career in relief and recovery for communities affected by conflict and natural disasters.
Colleen Loynachan Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Matthew McMillan graduated from Wheaton College, Illinois, with a Bachelor's degree in Mathematics and Physics and an honors thesis on embedded contact homology. At Wheaton, Matthew designed signal conditioning electronics to study magnetic reconnection in plasmas and presented the results at national meetings of the American Physical Society. He modeled neutral beams in fusion reactors at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, studied measure theory and quantum logic in Budapest, and explored symplectic embedding problems at UC Berkeley. Matthew plans to take Part III of the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge and the MSt in Philosophy of Physics at Oxford.
Matthew McMillan Wheaton College
Ahmad Nasir graduated from West Point with a degree in Comparative Politics and Arabic. A Truman Scholar, Ahmad is the founder of the Alaskan chapter of Team Red, White & Blue-a national veterans reintegration organization. At the Academy, Ahmad served as a Regimental Executive Officer and President of the West Point Relay for Life. Additionally, Ahmad worked as a military fellow at the Pentagon, studied in Morocco and Oman, and was a member of the Army football team. Upon graduation, Ahmad will commission as an officer in the US Army and will study Modern South Asian Studies at Oxford.
Ahmad Nasir United States Military Academy
Mike Norton graduated summa cum laude from the University of Arkansas with a B.S.A. in Agricultural Economics and B.S. in Poultry Science. He is a former White House intern where he worked under the Senior Policy Advisor for Rural Affairs, has published research for an Accra, Ghana-based NGO that provides cocoa farmer training throughout West Africa, and studied abroad at the London School of Economics. A fifth generation Arkansan, Mike's comes from a family that has been involved in the poultry and beef cattle business for over fifty years. He is also a 2012 Truman Scholar. Mike will pursue an MPhil in Politics at the University of Oxford.
Mike Norton University of Arkansas -Fayetteville
A Poughkeepsie, New York, native, Sam Olyha graduated from Cornell University in May 2014 with a degree in Biological Sciences with a concentration in Neurobiology. She has conducted research at the Harvard Stem Cell Institute on embryonic stem cellderived cardiac muscle cells and at Cornell on the effect of stem cell differentiation defects on muscular dystrophy. Outside the lab, she is a pentathlete/heptathlete on the track and field team, a biology student advisor, a leader for the comparative physiology study group on campus, and an activist for turtle conservation. At Oxford, Sam will pursue an MSc by research in Oncology.
In the early autumn of 1959, while visiting Washington, DC on business, and having read a newspaper report on General George C. Marshall's retirement to nearby Leesburg, VA (home of Virginia Military Institute, his alma mater), the thought struck me that the General may not have had much, or any, contact with either the Marshall Scholarship Commission-resident in London-or with American Marshall scholars such as myself (a group of scholars had returned from the UK several years after commencing the scholarship program in 1954). However, did General Marshall, instigator of the formal plan to aid European economic recovery through much of the post-war period, know how the scholarship in his name had been put in place, and how it was operating? Did he want to know these things, now that life for him was a little less strenuous in retirement? This thought gave me the wild idea to seek him out now that I was close by.
I found the General's telephone number in the Leesburg directory, a good sign. I called his number, and his wife Katherine answered the phone. She conferred with the General and returned to tell me that, though her husband was not in the best of health, he was up to a short visit. She also conveyed his interest in the progress of the Marshall Scholarship program and said that he would be intrigued to talk to someone in its inaugural group. We agreed on a late afternoon meeting. As it turned out, the home venue would be a large bed set up on an outside porch against the strong September heat. The General would be dressed in his pajamas so as to stay cool. It was a promising start.
I arrived on time to the very minute. General Marshall would certainly note that, I was thinking to myself. I was led onto a lovely first floor porch overlooking a small, well-tended garden. His wife asked me to limit my visit to twenty minutes as the General was having an indifferent day. The General was smaller than I expected, but he was propped up by pillows in a large bed. His eyes and expressions were also a lot more lively than I had anticipated. His handshake was firm but welcoming.
I answered his early questions about the Marshall Scholarships: who had them, and where they were placed in the different British universities. To his specific inquiry, I told him that our group found a warm reception and a helpful one in Britain, contrary to the stories one occasionally heard back then.
Then, having picked a subject that I hoped would interest him, in a sector of the globe that had yielded him some of his deepest diplomatic anxieties, I nudged the conversation toward Southeast Asia. I felt that he might have had enough of questions about Europe and Russia, and it seemed to me that Asian developments were being under-reported and might carry more weight in his memory. The General moved immediately to advance his positions here, and the line of fire quickened. I remember we started Charles Maxwell (Oxford '54) is a member of the first class of Marshall Scholars and one of the few within our community to have met the program's namesake. During the most recent annual meeting of the AMS, Maxwell reflected on a 1959 visit to Marshall's home in Leesburg, Virginia. Here we share the text of his remarks for the benefit of those who were not in attendance. 27 off with Lord Mountbatten in Burma and India, and continued on to Vinegar Joe and the earlier Burmese retreat . We moved on to aviator Claire Chennault in China, Chiang Kai-shek and his Madam, the other Soong sisters, and on to the negotiations with the other camp, involving Mao and Chou En-Lai. General Marshall generally spoke about what these men were like, how they reacted to events, what appeared to be their vulnerabilities, and what they were attuned to. There must have been some woeful social and historical points to our conversation. But I cannot, after 60 years, remember the details. The General pursued the character of these men, and to me his thoughts appeared to be balanced and free of hindsight judgments. To take Thucydides' line, I can give remembered impressions of the man in general terms: open-minded, not assertive and not dominating in conversation, but trading comment back and forth (and moving around to answer questions still not covered), ever curious if something was not fully understood, and with a wry humor applied to friends and foes alike.
When Mrs. Katherine Marshall finally came in, to my surprise she signaled me to continue and sat down. I was delighted to be in the company of these two people. The General was enjoying images of the many personal and diplomatic edifices he had had a hand in building. His wife was his muse, listening intently, but never commenting.
It was a span of time without measurement. Then, she got up to help him settle back while adjusting his pillows. Rising, I took his hand to say goodbye. It had been 50 minutes, over before I knew it.
The last rays of sun illuminated the garden, now showing patterns of shadow over the flowerbeds. Mrs. Marshall accompanied me to the door. She stopped me and thanked me for awakening the sleepy afternoon with events that had been close to her husband. I apologized for having stayed so long. But she said something about engagement and keeping the General active and alive. I was ushered down the steps, took a short walk to my borrowed car, and left Leesburg for the city.
If this kind of event were ever to be paralleled again in my life, I would know to take a piece of paper and get all this conversation down. I am now sometimes asked, "Well what did he say about Stilwell? What did he say about Chou En-Lai?" As noted before, I cannot be accurate about such events after so many years. I am reminded again of Thucydides' words about framing historical narrative in a way that benefits future generations. He said that the narrative had to be of a true event (but who can remember them all?). It must have been seen or lived by the participant. It must be set down without obvious bias, as we all have our biases, seen or unseen. Further, the narrative must be recent enough that the author's memory is still sharp-I cannot remember what I had for lunch two days ago. And the narrative should be executed by a person with a record of reliability. I wish I could add something to the present configuration of history with this story. But, I cannot.
I do carry a meaningful image of this slightlybuilt man, with quick, alert eyes, dressed in striped pajamas on a white field of pillows on a porch that opened to a garden. General George Catlett Marshall died some 6 weeks later on October 16th, 1959. Warwick Sabin ('98 Oxford) was named as a 2014 Aspen Institute Rodel Fellow. The Institute selects 24 rising political stars to "bring together elected officials who have demonstrated an outstanding ability to work responsibly across partisan divisions and bring greater civility to public discourse."
Sabin is the State Representative for Arkansas's 33rd District. He is also the executive director of the Arkansas Regional Information Hub. What struck me as a young lawyer was a common sense of enthusiasm and interest to make things work. I recall a client who developed a high quality gauge for making freeze dried coffee, who suddenly had an uptick in international orders. I made inquiries and it seemed it was also useable for uranium gas centrifuges. A short meeting with relevant authorities worked out a handshake arrangement of information sharing on possible proliferation and timely licensing of exports for commercial use.
Much of my career involved international trade law, including how to approach trade between market and non-market economies, managed trade, managed currency values, multilateral trade negotiations -in which all parties were finding their way. My wife began her career at the World Bank in equally seminal times.
I got involved in AMS because it was made clear there was a connection between a vigorous alumni association and continued support for the Marshall Program as effective public diplomacy. The Advisory Board was asked by the British Embassy to send a letter to the Foreign Secretary in 2010, during a comprehensive budget review favoring "front line" diplomatic work, and I reported not only financial support but a broad array of informal connections between members of the Advi-W.N. Harrell Smith ('60 Oxford) sory Board and British institutions on constitutional courts, stem cell research, finance, educating third world leaders at British and American universities, starting a public policy institute at Oxford-that were little known or unknown, but I thought of great value, and got the feel of "Present at the Creation" again.
The pressure on the Marshall Program to diversify sponsorship may be something of a permanent fact of life. To preach a bit, the bottom line for AMS is that, to do our part to keep the Program going, we must develop a significant trust fund, increase annual giving by a large majority of Marshalls and lose no opportunity to give back in our professional lives. These collaborative opportunities will expand as AMS develops.
To round out the bio, my wife and I are retired, and she has started a foundation to bring Iraqi women scientists to US universities for a year, and they return to Iraq. Oxford has expressed interest in becoming a host university. She has joined the Board of the American University in Iraq in Sulaimani (AUIS), where Tom Friedman gave the Commencement Address.
Harrell and his wife, Mary, in Cappadocia earlier this year.
